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As a new way to travel, ride-hailing has brought great convenience to the public. However, the demand expression ability of
passengers in the existing ride-hailing platforms is weak, and the accuracy of the matching results is low, resulting in a large
number of transaction losses and the loss of platform revenue. In this paper, we propose a kind of mutual selection mechanism
of ride-hailing based on hidden points, which is composed of platform benefit calculation algorithm and driver assignment
algorithm. The platform benefit calculation algorithm mainly calculates the benefits obtained by the platform after the order is
completed, while the driver allocation algorithm meets the mutual selection needs of passengers and drivers. Through
experiments and theoretical analysis, the mutual selection mechanism proposed in this paper has improved user satisfaction by
5%-21% compared to the traditional methods of order-snatching mechanism and order-sending mechanism, which has
significantly improved passenger satisfaction and solved the problem that the existing platform cannot meet the passengers’
individual travel needs and the problem that the passengers’ choice is not fair. The issue of platform revenue was discussed in
the context of improved passenger satisfaction.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of modern cities, the pub-
lic has higher and higher requirements for the convenience,
rapidity, and comfort of transportation. In densely populated
large cities, public transportation such as buses and subways
sometimes cannot meet the special needs of the public. At
this time, ride-hailing platforms emerge as the times require,
which greatly satisfied the diverse travel needs of the public,
greatly improved people’s travel efficiency, and also provided
more jobs. After several years of development, ride-hailing
has become one of the first choices for the public to travel.
Different ride-hailing platforms will adopt different matching
rules, and different matching rules will lead to differences in
platform matching results. The main purpose of the tradi-
tional ride-hailing platform is to improve the matching effi-
ciency and complete more matching in a shorter time. It is
reflected that the passenger side is to match the passengers
in the shortest possible time. The traditional ride-hailing
platform is a bipartite matching problem. In this problem, a

bipartite graph G = ðU , V , EÞ can be presented, where U rep-
resents the online driver and V represents the passenger’s
order request. If v is assigned to u, there is an edge e = ðu, vÞ.
When a passenger’s order request v arrives, the ride-hailing
platform must make a decision to reject the request or assign
v to u.

Currently, the typical ride-hailing platforms are Didi and
Uber, which adopt different matching rules. The Didi plat-
form will push the orders submitted by users to the drivers
around the starting point, and the drivers will grab the
orders, and the drivers who grab the orders will become the
sellers of the orders. This pattern matching rule is relatively
simple, and time efficiency is high, but there are some prob-
lems with this pattern: the engineer is in a state of tight time
to scramble for orders, and travel safety cannot be guaran-
teed. In addition, malicious order grabbing and order cancel-
ing will also reduce the satisfaction of drivers and passengers,
which will eventually lead to lower revenue of the platform.
Unlike Didi, Uber uses a dispatch model: through a series
of complex matching rules, the one who meets the needs of
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customers’ order sent to a matching degree is the highest
driver, the driver needs to respond within a certain amount
of time, and if the driver did not respond or refuse orders,
the platform will order to other drivers, until a driver receives
the order. Under this matching rule, Uber needs to take cer-
tain punitive measures to make drivers cautious about receiv-
ing orders and improve responsiveness. However, due to the
existence of punishment measures, the number of online
drivers will be smaller than that of Didi, and the ultimate
matching efficiency will be lower than that of Didi.

Another problem with the existing matching rules is the
problem of selection fairness. The existing matching rules
mainly allow the driver to decide whether to accept or snatch
the order, and the platform determines the final matching
result. Passengers just issue orders without much choice.
The advantage of this matching rule is that it reduces inter-
mediate links and effectively guarantees the matching
efficiency. However, the matching rule will also deprive pas-
sengers of the right to choose. Drivers can choose passengers
while passengers cannot choose drivers, which is part of the
reason for the recent vicious incidents of online ride-
hailing. To some extent, the fairness of choice affects users’
satisfaction with drivers and ride-hailing platforms.

In order to solve the problem of user satisfaction and
complexity of matching rules caused by the fairness of selec-
tion, this paper proposes a mutual selection mechanism
based on hidden points. This paper is divided into six chap-
ters: the second section introduces the related work. The
third section introduces the model and the details of mecha-
nism. The fourth section introduces the algorithm and
analysis of the mechanism. The fifth section introduces the
experiment part. The final section summarizes the full text.
The introduction should be succinct, with no subheadings.
Limited figures may be included only if they are truly intro-
ductory and contain no new results.

2. Related Work

Compared with the traditional way of travel, online ride-
hailing has certain advantages. Chen et al. [1]proposed a
heuristic algorithm, which showed that ride-sharing is an
effective method to reduce the number of vehicles required
for travel and vehicle mileage. In particular, when the degree
of participation is high and the starting point and destination
of the journey are more spatially concentrated, carpooling
can reduce more vehicle miles traveled and the number of
vehicles used. Ride-hailing platforms also need to have a
strategy to attract potential users, so that the operation of
the platform enters a virtuous cycle. Wang et al. [2] studied
the factors influencing potential users to use online ride-
hailing platforms. Henao and Marshall [3] analyzed the
relevant data of drivers and concluded that after completing
the order, drivers should stop and wait for the next ride
request instead of driving to the active area, unless doing so
can reduce the ride request waiting time by at least 30%.
Based on the SOR model, Yang and Chen [4] constructed a
factor model of copassenger satisfaction and analyzed cus-
tomer satisfaction from four dimensions: perceived useful-
ness, perceived ease of use, perceived travel risk, and

perceived service quality. Gilibert et al. [5] contributed to
the new DRT mechanism by identifying user needs and
market opportunities. Segal-Halevi et al. [6] proposed a real
multiunit bilateral auction mechanism, in which, by dividing
the market into left and right submarkets, eventually, the
mechanism are prior-free, dominant-strategy incentive-com-
patible, individually rational, and budget-balanced. Lee et al.
[7] proposed a taxi dispatching system based on real-time
traffic conditions. Miao et al. [8] combined data information
with real-time control decision to balance the minimum total
free driving distance between an idle taxi and the minimum
free driving distance. By analyzing Uber’s system architec-
ture, Watanabe et al. [9] found the importance of price
decline and order increase in a virtuous cycle to the platform
architecture. Xu et al. [10] proposed an order scheduling
algorithm based on a large-scale car-hailing platform, aiming
to provide a more effective method for optimizing resource
utilization and user experience from a global and longer-
term perspective and significantly improve the allocation effi-
ciency of the platform. Henao and Marsall [11] analyzed the
impact of ride-hailing on traffic efficiency and concluded that
the vehicle mileage brought by ride-hailing was much higher
than that without ride-hailing. Pham et al. [12] enable
privacy-conscious riders to achieve levels of privacy that are
not possible in the current RHSs and even in some conven-
tional taxi services, thereby offering a potential business dif-
ferentiator. Young and Farber [13] show that ride-hailing is
too minute and inconsequential to influence the ridership
level of other more substantial modes of travel overall, when
considering specific market segments; the rise of ride-hailing
corresponds to a significant decrease in taxi ridership and a
rise in active modes of travel. And it will have a much more
pronounced effect on the level of ridership of other modes
as well. de Souza Silva et al. [14] show that the majority of
ridesourcing trips is replacing taxi and public transport trips.
Safety and cost are the main reasons that influence the
decision of sharing trips via ride-splitting. The use of larger
vehicles for sharing trips can introduce competition with
the public transport systems. The ridesourcing interference
on collective public transportation may be more noticeable
than on individual public transport (taxis), given the much
greater demand for the former. Mäntymäki et al. [15] say
the stark power disparity between workers and the platform
is, in turn, a major source of discontent among workers and
put forward two key dimensions of work relations in the
context of platform-enabled work: digital temporality and
algorithmic administration. Guo et al. [16] assess the
impact of ride-hailing platforms’ market entry on new car
purchases in the presence of platform competition and
found the two competing platforms may have provided
subsidies to drivers such that more people purchased new
cars in order to sign up as drivers. Ma et al. [17] report
on the development of an integrated model to investigate
how perceptions of risk play into a person’s decision to stop
using a particular ride-hailing service and users’ trust in
drivers has a positive effect on users’ trust in the ride ser-
vice platform and their attitude towards the platform; users’
trust in the platform positively affects their attitude towards
the platform.
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In general, most of the relevant studies focus on plat-
forms and drivers, with demand forecasting and vehicle
scheduling as the focus [18–21]. However, few studies have
addressed the problem of passenger satisfaction from the
perspective of passengers. The passenger satisfaction largely
determines the retention rate of users. If the problem of user
satisfaction cannot be solved well, the platform will lose users
and eventually lead to lower revenue. Therefore, this paper
focuses on the research of passenger satisfaction and pro-
poses a mutual selection mechanism for ride-hailing based
on hidden points. This mechanism improves the effective-
ness of the platform on the basis of solving passenger
satisfaction.

3. Model and Mechanism Design

3.1. Model. There are three main roles in the ride-hailing
matching mechanism: driver (u), passenger (v), and ride-
hailing platform. A driver-owned vehicle can be seen as a
commodity that can take passengers to their destination. As
the provider of services, the driver can act as a seller in the
market. Passengers issue demands and provide money. As
the party buying services, passengers issue service requests
to ride-hailing platforms and provide fees after the driver
sends them to their destination, which can be understood
as the buyer in the market. The ride-hailing platform pro-
vides a price function, matches drivers and passengers, and
charges a certain handling fee as revenue. Both drivers and
passengers are users of the platform. As the party providing
the platform, the ride-hailing platform can be understood
as a market maker in the market (see Figure 1).

Each user i in the matching mechanism has its own value
function vi, which is initialized to við0Þ = 0. The user’s value
function is determined by the benefits brought by the trip.
The value function of the driver is the cost and profit compo-
sition of the service. In this paper, it is assumed that the
platform has n orders, the price function set by the platform
is p, and the travel distance is m in an order j(j ∈ ½0, n�).
So for buyer v, Gain j,vðm, pÞ = vvðmÞ − pðmÞ. For seller u,
Gain j,uðm, pÞ = pðmÞ − vuðmÞ − h. h represents the no-load
cost of the driver. This distance is only cost and no benefit.

The matching mechanism generates a matching result
G = ðU , V , EÞ and a transaction price function p according
to the passenger’s demand order. In the matching mecha-
nism proposed in this paper, the matching result is generated
by the mutual selection of the driver and the passenger. Both
of them need to accept the matching result and be respon-
sible for the matching result and pay a certain transaction
fee to the platform f j, where f j = f u + f v . If a matching
mechanism is budget balanced, then ∑j∈Order f j ≥ 0: If each
user receives a positive return, then a mechanism is per-
sonally rational; that is, Gain jðm, pÞ − f j ≥ 0 is inevitable.
If a user cannot increase his own income by falsely report-
ing the valuation, then, this mechanism is real. This paper
defines the passenger satisfaction function as sj. User satis-
faction will bring some hidden benefits to the platform.
Then Utility =∑n

j=1 f j + sj − C, where C represents platform
operating costs.

3.2. Mechanism Details. Under this mechanism, passengers
send a service request order to the online ride-hailing plat-
form at time t to request service. Based on the principle of
proximity, the online ride-hailing platform first uses the hid-
den point matching mechanism to first select the X drivers
closest to the user’s departure point, then filter out m drivers
close to the user’s hidden points, order will be pushed to the
m drivers, n drivers out of m drivers (n ≤m), then the plat-
form pushes the information of the n drivers (gender,
distance, vehicle condition, vehicle type, driving speed, etc.)
to the user, and the user selects the service driver. At this
time, the driver and passenger are successfully matched, that
is, the value e = ðu, vÞ.The driver is a reusable resource [22].
The driver grabs orders at time t ′, and the passenger decides
to serve the driver at time t ′′.The order is completed at time
t ′′′, then the driver will rejoin the matching queue after time
t ′′′, and the passenger will occupy the time t ′′′ − t, which is
the service time. The occupancy time of driver u matching
with passenger v depends on the user type (such as destina-
tion) of v and the time when the matching occurs (peak time
may be significantly different from off-peak time).

Hidden points’mechanism using weighted algorithm cal-
culates hidden points for driver and passenger separately.
Hidden points for drivers include the order grabbing rate,
order completion rate, user evaluation, and complaint rate.
The order grabbing rate refers to the driver’s acceptance rate
of orders pushed by the platform. Order completion rate
refers to the proportion of the number of orders grabbed by
the driver and completed by the driver in the number of
orders grabbed by the driver. The order grabbing rate and
order completion rate will combine to affect the hidden score
of the driver. User evaluation includes multiple scores,
including passenger satisfaction with service, driver’s service
attitude, vehicle environment, vehicle speed, and whether to
arrive on time, and a comprehensive evaluation score is
obtained through a weighting algorithm. Both the driver
and the platform have the right to view user evaluations.
Drivers can improve their service quality based on user eval-
uations, provide better services, improve their hidden points,
and obtain higher profits. The complained rate refers to the
proportion of the driver’s complained orders in the number
of orders he completed. The complaint rate is proportional
to the hidden ratio. The passenger’s complaint against the
driver will be handled manually by the online car-hailing
platform. The passenger’s evaluation of the platform will be
reflected in the user satisfaction later. Passenger hidden score
includes complaint rate, usage rate, and driver evaluation.
Among them, the complaint rate refers to the proportion of
passenger complaint orders in all the submitted orders.
When users encounter some problems that are difficult to
coordinate with the driver, they can use complaints to protect
their rights and interests. Under normal circumstances, the
passenger’s complaint rate will be maintained at a normal
level, but if the passenger’s complaint rate exceeds the normal
level, it will be classified as a poor-quality passenger, and the
complaint rate is inversely proportional to the hidden share.
Utilization rate refers to the frequency with which passengers
use the ride-hailing platform, and the utilization rate
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evaluation is proportional to the concealment. Driver evalua-
tion refers to the driver’s evaluation of passengers. The higher
the evaluation, the higher the hidden score. Drivers and passen-
gers evaluate each other. The evaluation is not displayed in real
time (that is, it can be evaluated after the order is completed),
but it can be evaluated one minute after the order is completed,
and the evaluation content is not displayed in real time, but
only after the mutual evaluation of both parties is seen. This
reduces false ratings to a certain extent, because under the scor-
ing mechanism of the existing platform, the order can be eval-
uated once the order is completed, and some drivers will
require passengers to give a full score evaluation, even if some
passengers are not satisfied with the itinerary, only a full score
evaluation. Delaying the evaluation time can to a certain extent
ensure that passengers leave the driver’s visible range for eval-
uation, which improves the authenticity of the evaluation.

(i) Hidden points for drivers:

HPdi
= 〠

k∈ K½ �
〠
n=1,2

kni wkn
1
k3i

k4i , ð1Þ

where for drivers and K is the order scrambling rate,
order receiving completion rate, complained rate, and user
evaluation.

(ii) Hidden points for passengers:

HPpi = k1i
1
k2i

k3i , ð2Þ

where for passengers, K is the usage rate, complaint rate, and
driver evaluation.

In this paper, assuming the driver’s Supply for Supplyu,
and the Demand of users for Demandv, generally speaking,
we have excess demand (Demandv > Supplyu), excess supply
(Demandv < Supplyu), and Supply and Demand which are
equal (Demandv = Supplyu). In the ride-hailing platform,
whenDemandv > Supplyu, it means that it is the current time
to peak, and when Demandv < Supplyu, it means that the
current session is a low period. In this paper, we only discuss
the case of oversupply, where the number of drivers far out-
weighs the number of user orders.

The step is shown Figure 2.

Step 1. Passengers send a service request to the platform, plat-
form passenger departure, arrival, classification of hidden
information to be obtained, and then on passenger source,
screening from the starting point of the recent X driver,
according to the X driver hidden points; filter out m drivers

Online passengers Offline passengers

Online drivers

�e passenger matches
the driver and joins the

offline passengers

�e passenger
selects the

service driver

Update driver hidden points
a�er completing the order

Update passenger hidden points
a�er completing the order

Offline passengers have
a need to use cars to join

online passengers

�e driver
information is
pushed to the

passenger

Time
place

number

Ride-hailing platform

Eligible drivers
take orders

�e result of
scrambling is 

fed back to 
the driver

Offline drivers

�e driver matches the
passenger and then joins

the offline driver

�e driver completes the
order and joins 
the online driver

Select
qualified

drivers to 
push

orders

Figure 1: Structure diagram of ride-hailing matching.
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who are close to the user’s hidden points; and then push user
orders to these m drivers.

Step 2. Among the m drivers, there will be n drivers scram-
bling for orders (n ≤m), and then the platform will push
the information of these n drivers (gender, distance, vehicle
condition, vehicle type, average driving speed, etc.) to the
user, who will finally choose the service driver. After the pas-
senger selects the service driver, the platform matches the
two, adds the service driver to the offline pool, returns the
information of the successful order snatcher to the driver,
and returns the information to the n − 1 order snatcher to
inform them of the failed order snatcher.

Step 3.After the journey is completed, the platform calculates
the fee that passengers should pay to the driver and the trans-
action fee f j that users need to pay to the platform based on
the unit price p of the mileage. The transaction fee f j is paid
by the passenger and the driver, respectively. After the trans-
action is completed, the driver and passenger evaluate each
other about the service, and the evaluation results are hidden
from both parties on the day and visible to both parties on the
following day.

3.3. Algorithm and Analysis. This section introduces a match-
ing algorithm of driver-passenger mutual selection based on
the hidden points, which is aimed at designing a matching
rule. On the basis of ensuring the matching efficiency, the
algorithm enables passengers to have certain right of demand
expression, improves user satisfaction, and finally increases
the revenue of the platform.

For each driver, there is a certain probability to decide
whether to snatch the order. In this paper, the probability
of the driver’s decision to snatch the order is defined as xe.
For each passenger, each driver has a matching weight value;

that is, matching e = ðu, vÞ is related to a weight we. Since the
driver is a reusable resource, let t ′ < t. In formula (4), the first
term represents that u is unavailable at time t, and the second
term represents that u was assigned to other passengers at
time t. The probability that is less than u is available at
time t.

max 〠
t∈ T½ �

〠
e∈E

xeweUti

subject to 0 ≤ xe ≤ 1∀e ∈ E, t ∈ T½ �,
ð3Þ

〠
t ′<t

〠
e∈Eu

xe,t ′ + 〠
e∈Eu

xe,t ≤ 1∀u ∈U , t ∈ T½ �: ð4Þ

The distribution benefit algorithm of the ride-hailing
platform is shown in Algorithm 1, where Θt represents
the set of drivers in the driver pool waiting at time t.
U = fu, gu, Sug is the driver information set, where u repre-
sents the number of the driver,gu represents the hidden score
of the driver numbered with u, Su represents the state of the
driver numbered with u, Su = 1 means the driver is online
and waiting for orders, and Su = 0 means the driver is offline
or carrying passengers. Ωjflv , t, gv, Sjgi∈I said orders j collec-
tion of information, lv said user v origin, t time, gv said
user v hidden points, and Sj said orders j order status.
TheUtility =∑n

j=1 f j + sj − C represents the platform’s revenue.
When passengers v order submission requirements for

platform, system at time t ∈ ½aj, dj� in the distribution of the
driver to the user. The system allocates drivers through an
allocation algorithm, as shown by Algorithm 2. After the
order is completed, the platform needs to modify the status
of the driver and update the hidden point information of
the driver pool and calculate the revenue of the order.

(4.2) Join the offline
drivers

Offline
passengers

Online
passengers

Ride-hailing
platform Online drivers Offline drivers

Offline drivers join
online drivers

(3.1) Screen out qualified
online drivers

(2) Request for car use
(time, place, number)

(3.2) Post passenger car 
requests to eligible

online drivers
(3.3) Return to the

order driver

(3.6) Feedback the order
result

( 5) Complete the order
and rejoin the
online drivers

(1) Join online
passengers

(3.4) Release the
information of the driver

to the passenger
(3.5) Choose the service

driver(4.1) Join offline
passengers

Figure 2: Timing sequence diagram of ride-hailing matching.
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In Algorithm 2, k represents the maximum screening dis-
tance between the driver and the passenger defined by the
system during the primary election. According to the source
information of users in the order, the system screened out all
drivers whose distance from the source is less than k. Dis-
tance �d was driver’s fastest time average distance and the
shortest distance. e = ðu, vÞ represents the successful pairing
of the driver and passenger. x is the score difference set by
the system. In order to provide better service, the system will
automatically match the score difference between passengers
and drivers within x. There may be multiple passengers using
ride-hailing services at the same time, and a driver may also
meet the needs of multiple passengers. The allocation algo-
rithm sets a timer, and the user must select the driver within
the valid time to prevent the driver from being selected by
other passengers or getting pulled off the line abnormally.
Because of the double-option mechanism, the driver is likely

to have been selected by user B before being selected by user
A, which also encourages the user to choose as soon as possi-
ble. If the driver has been selected, the system pushes the set
of drivers back to the user until the match is successful or
there is no driver to choose from in the driver pool.

Theorem 1. The matching mechanism is prior-free, domi-
nant-strategy, incentive-compatible, individually rational,
and budget-balanced.

Proof. A priori free is determined by the mechanism, which
does not need to collect users’ value information. In
dominant-strategy and incentive-compatible, for passengers,
only by sending an order can they get the service. The behav-
ior of sending an order is the dominant strategy, while for
drivers, no matter how other drivers choose, the behavior
of scrambling for an order is the dominant strategy. Under

Input: θt ;U = fu, gu, Sug ;Ω = flvt, gv , Sigi∈I ; P ; T
Output: θt ;U = fu, gu, Sug ;V = fv, gvg ;Utility

1. θt = f1⋯Mg, ∀m ∈M, ∀t ∈ ½1, T�
2.while Receiving an order θt do
3. for t ∈ ½ajdj� do
4. Execute Allocation Algorithm shown in Algorithm 2
5. while S1 = 1 do
6. Su = 1
7. Update the θt , gu, gv
8. Utility = f j + sj − c
9. end
10. end
11.end

Algorithm 1: Online platform.

Input: θt ; k ;U = fu, gu, Sug
Output: e = ðu, vÞ

1.�d = ðdt min + dminÞ/2
2.θt = θt \ ðthe distance that satisf ying �d > kÞ
3.U1 = θt \ ðjgu − gvj > xÞ
4.If U1 ≠ θ then
5. Send order information to the driver in U1
6. Driver grab the order and get a new optional collection U2 = fu, gu, Sug
7. while U2 ≠ θ do
8. Send this drives’ information to user to select
9. if t ∈ ½ajdj� and Su = 1 then
10. Su = 0
11. e = ðu, vÞ
12. return
13. else
14. Exclude the driver satisfying Su = 0 from U2
15. T=0
16. end
17. end
18.else
19. return
20.end

Algorithm 2: Allocation algorithm.
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this mechanism, passengers and drivers are unable to
increase their earnings by inflating the valuation. The price
is set by the platform, and neither side can influence the pric-
ing. Therefore, the mechanism is incentive compatible.
Through the platform, passengers and drivers cooperate with
each other and finally realize the maximization of their
respective interests, which is obviously rational for individu-
ally rational. The mechanism is budget balanced; that is, the
platform will not lose money and can obtain transaction fees
from the transaction.

Theorem 2. Under this algorithm, the improvement of
passenger satisfaction will bring more hidden benefits to the
platform.

Proof. Under this mechanism, passengers’ satisfaction will be
enhanced due to their breeding needs being satisfied to a cer-
tain extent, and their own needs are attached importance to
the platform, and the fairness of platform matching is guar-
anteed. The passengers’ satisfaction will drive new passenger
to join the platform, and the increasing of the number of pas-
sengers will make more drivers choose to use the platform,
and an increase in the number of driver will attract more peo-
ple to join platform into the benign circulation state, eventu-
ally rise in the number of users, and bring more benefits to
the platform.

User satisfaction consists of three parts: matching time,
matching efficiency, and evaluation,

sj = 〠
k∈ K½ �

〠
3

n=1
L

1
t ′′ − t

� � xewek
nwkn , ð5Þ

where L is a constant and K is the platform evaluation, ser-
vice quality, and demand satisfaction.

3.4. Experiments. In order to verify the effectiveness of the
mechanism proposed herein, this paper simulates a scenario
in which there is a ride-hailing platform with 1 passenger and
20 drivers randomly distributed around passengers. The
experiment simulates three different matching methods
(platform A adopted the pattern of scrambling for orders,
platform B adopted the pattern of dispatching orders, and
platform C adopted the matching rules proposed in this
paper) and finally generates 3 sets of data, each set of data
with 50 records. The records generated by different matching
rules are different. The simulation data of platform A con-
tains the matching time of the order, driver’s order grabbing
rate, user evaluation, and other data; the data of platform B
contains the order matching time, the driver’s order accep-
tance rate, and the user evaluation and other data; the data
simulated by platform C includes the matching time of
orders, driver’s rate of obtaining orders, user’s consent rate,
user’s evaluation of platform, user’s evaluation of itinerary,
and user’s demand satisfaction. The simulated data includes
the matching time, matching efficiency, users’ evaluation of
the platform, users’ evaluation of the journey, and users’ sat-
isfaction degree for each order under different rules.

This experiment assumes that under three platforms, the
number of drivers is much larger than that of passengers, which
ensures that the order matching efficiency under different plat-
forms will not be affected by the relationship between supply
and demand. Three different matching rules were used to cal-
culate the satisfaction of each group of 50 data under each
matching rule, and the experimental results were as follows.

From the above figure, we can see that the overall match-
ing time of platform C is longer than those of platform A and
platform B. The average matching time of platform C is 15%
longer than that of platform A and 3.6% longer than that of
platform B (see Figure 3). The overall matching rate of plat-
form C is better than that of platform A and inferior to that
of platform B. The average matching rate of platform C is
6% lower than that of platform B and 12% higher than that
of platform A (see Figure 4). The overall evaluation of
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Figure 3: Comparison of platform matching time.
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platform C is better than those of platform A and platform B.
The average evaluation of platform C is 39% higher than that
of platform A and 30% higher than that of platform B (see
Figure 5). The overall user satisfaction of platform C is better
than those of platform A and platform B. The satisfaction of
platform C is 21% higher than that of platform A and 5%
higher than that of platform B (see Figure 6).

Since platform A adopts the order scrambling rule, the
platform will send orders to 20 drivers, and 20 drivers will
scramble the order. The competition ratio is 1/20. Although
the matching speed of platform A has a great advantage over
those of platforms B and C, the final matching result is
unpredictable and cannot reflect the expression of demand
by passengers. The driver’s competition is fierce and passen-

ger satisfaction is lower than that of platform B and C levels.
Since the immediate needs of passengers cannot be met, the
loss of passengers will be caused, and the loss of passengers
will further lead to the loss of drivers, resulting in a vicious
cycle, and the platform’s final revenue will be reduced.

Platform B adopts the dispatch rules; then the platform
will use its complex algorithm to select one driver from 20
drivers to send an order with a competition ratio of 0. The
final matching result is determined by the algorithm itself
and has a certain degree of controllability. The matching
result is more in line with user expectations than platform
A, but it is difficult to meet the immediate needs of passen-
gers. Its user satisfaction is higher than that of platform A,
and the matching time is no different than that of platform
C. But user satisfaction is not as good as that of platform C.

Platform C, which adopts the mechanism proposed in
this article, will choose to send orders to 10 drivers from 20
drivers. The final competition ratio is determined by the
number of single drivers but must be less than 1/10. Driver’s
competition ratio is better than that of platform A and infe-
rior to that of platform B. However, users can choose the
driver that best meets their needs among the n drivers who
grab the order. The user’s immediate needs can be met to a
certain extent, and user satisfaction will rise. The increase
in user satisfaction will bring more new passengers to the
platform, and the addition of new passengers will also bring
more drivers. Ultimately, the platform’s revenue will gradu-
ally increase as user satisfaction increases.

4. Conclusion and Future Directions

Inability to guarantee the retention rate of users and the
amount of new users introduced are the problems that the
ride-hailing platform needs to solve urgently. The key to
solving this problem is to improve users’ satisfaction and
make the platform enter a virtuous cycle, thus increasing
platform revenue. In order to solve this problem, this paper
proposes an allocation mechanism. Through comparative
experiments, it is proved that this mechanism can improve
user satisfaction, make the platform enter a virtuous circle,
obtain more benefits, and solve the problem of fairness selec-
tion under the existing matching rules.

However, this paper focuses on passenger satisfaction,
and the users of the platform include not only passengers
but also drivers. How to improve driver satisfaction will be
our next step. At the same time, although the price function
is introduced in this paper, it is not discussed further. How
to develop a reasonable price function will also be the focus
of the next research work.
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